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Main Points

1. Technical analysis is the search for patterns that repeat themselves

across prices, like for example a head and shoulders top pattern. Cycle

analysis is the search for patterns that repeat themselves across time,

like a 15 year cycle for example. The focus of this report are longer

term time cycles in the major markets.

2. For those convinced of free will and the notion that progress is always

moving us forward, the idea of a time cycle is objectionable, if not

repulsive. From the viewpoint of free will a time cycle suggests we are

not truly free. A time cycle implies a certain amount of determinism.

3. However the concept that the unfettered human spirit is free of cycle

influences is a completely mistaken notion. Free will and cyclical be-

havior are not mutually opposing dynamics. They are inter-dependent.

4. What are we really observing when we spot a pattern in the markets

that repeats over time? We are seeing a pattern in collective human

behavior. And patterns in collective human behavior arise from pat-

terns in human nature.

5. With regard to the markets, the fundamental cycle in human nature is

the cycle of hope and fear. Markets rally on increasing hope until prices

are so ridiculously over-valued that a collapse lower must ensue.

6. Markets fall on rising fear. By the final low everyone is short and prices

are expected to fall much lower. However from ridiculously underval-

ued levels a sustained recovery always ensues. See pages 3 and 4.

7. Pages 3 and 4 highlight the dynamics of human nature that drive the

time cycles observed in the markets. The bottom line: the collective

exercise of free will creates deterministic patterns in the markets.

8. It has long been recognized that it is much easier to identify a time

cycle from major lows than from major peaks. Except for seasonal

cycles it is extremely rare for a market cycle to show any temporal

regularity from peak to peak. Why should this be the case? I suspect it

is because the panic created by the fear of loss is a much more intense

trauma than the exuberance created by the hope for gain.

9. Major news events tend to occur at major cycle peaks and troughs.

However a close study reveals that the news is following the trend,

and not visa versa. The proof can be seen in the sentiment history.

Everyone is always wildly bullish at the major cycle peaks, while all

are always very bearish at major cycle lows.

10. This is the other big reason that time cycles are unpopular. Major

time cycles always reverse at the point that will create the greatest

discomfort to the greatest number of market participants.

Summary Outlook

We have covered every cycle cited here in many previous reports. How-

ever it has been a while since we looked at all of them together.

• Based on the 18 year cycle most of the losses in the real estate market

should now be behind us. Bottoming ahead should now be ahead.

• A major US Dollar peak and Euro-fx low is still on tap for 2016 - 2017

• A major US stock market low still appears on tap for 2016 - 2017

• A long term commodity sector low is still indicated for 2016

In times like these, it helps to recall that there have
always been times like these.
    - Paul Harvey
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From the Sunday New York Times “Week in Review” section

from the week ending 25th October 1987

Just a normal day at the nation’s most important financial institution...
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THE IDEAL 18 YEAR
REAL ESTATE CYCLE
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From a May 1991 study by 

Richard Mogey published in 

‘Cycles’ magazine. 
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Tracking the 16 Year Cycle

- 8 years up

- 8 years down

Next Cycle High Due 2016

US Dollatr ( DX Index ) - monthly

Next Time Cycle High = 2016

Next Cycle Event - a Peak

The March 2008 low plus eight

years targets a 2016 peak. The

July 2001 peak plus sixteen

years targets a 2017 peak. So

the cycle influence for the

Greenback must be seen as

bullish into 2016 - 2017.
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Euro-fx - line on monthly close

Next Time Cycle Low = 2017
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The best fit for a sequence of

major lows every 8 years targets

a major low into 2017

Tracking an 8 Year Cycle

- 8 years low to low

Next Cycle Low Due 2017
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Euro-fx - line on monthly close
Tracking a 4 Year Cycle

- 4 years low to low

Next Cycle Low Due 2016

Next Time Cycle Low = 2016

Next Cycle Event - a  Trough

I have been following the case for

a 4 year cycle in the Euro-fx since

the early 1990’s. Our last report

on this cycle had forecast a major

cycle low into 2001
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Tracking the 7.5 Year Cycle

- a major low every 7.5 years

Next Cycle Low Due 2016

Dow Jones Industrial Average - monthly
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Next Time Cycle Low = 2016

Next Cycle Event - a  Trough

I have seen some incredibly complicated efforts to

explain every major high and low in the stock mar-

ket in time cycle turns. One can get into Fourier

analysis and end up with several cycles. My approach

in the stock market has been to find one cycle that

best fits the price action. My efforts have come up

evidence for a 7.5 year cycle that targets the next

major low into the period 2016 to 2017.
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Thomson Reuters Equal Weighted Continuous Commodity Index - monthly

Tracking the 15 Year Cycle

- a major low every 15 years

Next Cycle Low Due 2016
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Here also I avoid complexity and pursue simplicity.

My efforts to find one cycle that best fits the price

action has located evidence for a 15 year cycle that

targets the next major low into 2016.
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The CRB Index from 1749
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Next Cycle Event - a  Trough ?

Prior to 1897 the historical evidence favored

a Kondratieff length commodity cycle with a

major low every 55 years or so. However since

1897 the average duration between major

lows in the commodity sector has been only

34 years. This would suggest another major

low awaits into 2033

Previous Peaks

Before 1980 major spikes in commodity prices

were always war related. It can certainly be

argued that the oil price shock into 1980 was

an economic war. However there was no war

driven surge in commodity prices into the

2008 peak. We view that peak as a bubble

that was inflated by Fed QE and made to ap-

pear rational  by the mantra ‘China demand’




